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nearly a year ago, on 11 may 2019, i took claudia and guenther from theatercombinat and the 

program team from goethe-institut to the northern part of jakarta as part of the research for the 

last IDEAL PARADISE in jakarta. i was not initially sure where to take them; on the email i 

received, the idea was to see how cultural identities formed urban spaces. having felt that they 

may have been well introduced to the grand narrative of national post-colonial  projects, i 

decided to take them to the unsung parts of jakarta: the informal settlements and economic 

spaces. off to north jakarta we went.  

 

prior to this, i must admit i had limited exposure to theatre. the name theatercombinat was briefly 

mentioned during, strangely, a discussion on psychoanalysis that i attended at gudskul. that said, 

the intricacy of how theatre works, at least at the conceptual level, has been something that i took 

a particular interest in. specifically: in how the breaking of the fourth wall takes place as gazes are 

set between performers and audiences, each hesitantly trying to pull each other into their territory. 

it parallels the performativity of urban spaces. what is urbanism, after all, if not a constant, oft-

violent negotiation of territories?  

 

so the trip was a memorable one as i felt a personal kinship in the way claudia critically 

interrogated how urban spaces work. the task i set myself was then to use the large field of taman 

fatahilah, a linear river-front settlement of kampung tongkol, and maze-like alleys of gang gloria 

and petak sembilan, as a context in which political and historical mise-en-scene had shaped the 

way the spaces perform materially. the tactility, the smell, and other sensory attributes of each of 

those spaces happened both as a result of top down power play and its bottom up transgressive 

responses. if you have been to kopi tak kie in the afternoon as it closes with its conflicting smell of 

turtle meat and black coffee, you know what i mean.  

 

this presents a challenge: how do you transpose the contestation of material fact and political 

spaces into a two-hours long theatrical performance without succumbing to literalism and 

metaphors? 

 

this is the strength of theatercombinat. at the performance i attended, the space divulged its 

permeability of by leaving clues i.e. opened doors, tight spaces, and actors walking in specific 

directions. like a nod to the sociologist bruno latour, we traversed through the rooms and the large 

spaces to discover that performing was not confined to you and i; indeed, the spaces were filled 

with actants: from images of decapitation and hung mannequins, to actor akbar yumni standing 

still in the corner of a room as an audience member passed him by, all were objects and subjects.  

we gazed and were gazed at. 

 

with that strategy, two particularly powerful moments stood out and they took place successively. 

the first one began as the audience was seemingly restricted in one side of the large hall behind a 

long black rope, while the performance happened in the other. the slow, jerky movements of 

german actors were captivating enough until the audience realized the rope was cut. and there 

went the border. we slowly stepped into their zone, and as if given a commando, we swarmed the 

spaces until we reached a situation that can only be described as a gallery space with 

confused/intrigued visitors surrounded by modern art behaving erratically. the hall was well 

occupied with a  curious mass of bodies in slow, repetitive movement accompanied by a 

monophonic rhythm.  

 

suddenly, i saw an actor running through the space in a straight, directional manner—traversing 

through us all—and bounced off, making sudden turns as she saw fit. this was the second moment 

that took my breath away: the abstraction of how you break a space—often discussed in 

architecture as a design strategy—took place in real time as a performance strategy. with it came 

the change of intensity, and what came next was a series of movements anchoring on the vectorial 

nature of the performers. the foot sweeps, the arm extension, a change of clothes: one cannot help 

but try to make sense of them by crossing the metaphorical bridge and see if they are to resemble 

a narrative that we all seem to know. maybe the foot sweeps were an act of territorial-marking 

that ex-colonial powers struggled to maintain? did the change of clothes signify a reversal in the 

order of influence? at a post-event chat with one of the actors, i was assured that that was not the 



case. but you could easily have spent that night defining the event as a list of verbs—to constrict, 

to expand, to graze, and so on; making you wonder whether claudia took a page out of the 

sculptor richard serra’s playbook.  

 

space is what the last IDEAL PARADISE attempted to examine. as such, the use of small and large, 

indoor and outdoor spaces at PFN (produksi film negara) complex was intriguing. the increased 

moisture from this rainy season heightened the atmospheric quality. i heard that the neglected 

rooms filled with broken props were occupied too: by ghosts and horror stories that, incidentally, 

made up a lot of lower grade films in indonesia. as we walked out and in and out again to the 

closing of the play, i could not help but wished claudia would have integrated more of the political 

history of PFN as part of the play. PFN complex, that night, was a spatial abstraction. unyil was 

nowhere to be heard.  

 

and this feeling stemmed from the promise of the site specificity of the last IDEAL PARADISE, 

which in many ways, to me, was well delivered. but whose narrative are we listening to, and whose 

future are we looking at? to whom do these spaces perform and deliver? the last act of the play 

was the most touching. standing apart from each other, each actor performed a monologue of a 

personal nostalgia—one spoke about the wanting to go to the woodstock, and another reminisced 

about buying their first limp bizkit cd. it brought the abstraction back to the ground. it became 

rooted again, stories of the informals and the transgressive—that i hoped is what claudia saw in 

those spaces in north jakarta. 


